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a b s t r a c t

Random damages in the core or face/core interface often appears during fabrication or application of
metallic sandwich panels with truss core, and may significantly affect the dynamic behavior of the
sandwich panel. Two types of evaluation parameters, i.e., global parameters and local parameters, are
used to evaluate the effect of random damages. A finite element model in conjunction with stochastic
number program that can automatically specify random damages of various extents is developed. Ex-
periments were conducted to verify the proposed analytic model and technique. Three factors affecting
dynamic properties of the damaged sandwich are considered, including damage extent, boundary
condition and damage zone. Results show that variations of structural dynamic property are in pro-
portional to the damage extent and the concentration degree of random damages, and increases as the
constraint of boundary condition is enhanced. Effects of random damages on both natural frequencies
and mode shapes are usually in accordance. Damages in the zone covering structural local vibration
modes or maximal vibration amplitude would have greater influences on natural frequencies and mode
shapes than damages in other zones.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Sandwich panels with cellular cores have many superior prop-
erties, such as light weight, high specific bending stiffness, good
acoustical isolation and thermal insulation [1e4]. The light-weight
cellular core can be in the form of stochastic foam, periodic hon-
eycomb, corrugated sheet and lattice truss, etc. [5e7]. As a class of
newly developed multifunctional structures, sandwich panels with
truss cores (SPTCs) [8e10] are considered as most promising
thermal protection structures and have been increasingly applied
in aircrafts and aerospace engineering. However, damages may
occur in the panel due to complicated service environment, such as
impact force, aerodynamic force, intense local heating, etc, and
damages may include breakage of truss member, burn-through of
face sheets, buckling of the panel, etc. [11,12]. Besides, during the
manufacturing process, some defects may also arise, for example
nics in Fluid Solid Coupling
of Science, Beijing, 100190,
hinese Academy of Sciences,
unbounded truss nodes to the face sheet, truss member fracturing
and bending. Mechanical properties of the SPTCs, such as structural
stiffness and strength, critical buckling temperature, natural fre-
quencies and vibration modes, would be altered by damages and
defects, and the risk of structural failure is thereafter increased. The
variation of mechanical properties due to damages should be
investigated to supply references for the early detection of damages
in SPTCs, which is extremely important for structural maintenance,
risk evaluation and residual life assessment.

As Russell and Hilary claimed, the SPTCs' sensitivity to imper-
fections on stiffness and load capacity should be examined and
quantified before they can be implemented as structural compo-
nents in the field [13]. They reported the retention of SPTCs' stiff-
ness and load capacity in the presence of imperfections. Results
show that imperfections (unbound nodes between the core and
face sheets) could cause rapid degradation of core shear properties.
In the early work, influence of imperfection on the mechanical
performance of the truss material is also studied by Wadley et al.
[10] and Evans et al. [14].

The effect of damages and defects on the dynamic behavior of
sandwich structures is also investigated. Hu and Hwu [15] exam-
ined the effect of delamination on free vibration of composite
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sandwich, and it is shown that the existence of delamination will
lower the natural frequencies. Kim and Hwang [16] investigated the
effect of debonding extent on the flexural stiffness and natural
frequency of honeycomb sandwich beam, which decreases as the
debonding emerges or the extent of debonding increases. Soko-
linsky et al. [17] used the higher-order theory approach to analyze
the free vibration of sandwich beam with a locally damaged core.
Results show that a small local damage would cause significant
changes in natural frequencies and vibration modes. Burlayenko
and Sadowski [18] studied effects of debonding size, location and
type on vibration behaviors of composite sandwich plate with
different boundary conditions, and the study is useful for the non-
destructive damage detection of partially debonded sandwich
plates. Baba and Thoppul [19] investigated the effect of face/core
debonding on the vibration behavior of a composite sandwich
beam. Buket and Srinivasa [20] studied the influence of curvature
and face/core debonding on the vibration behavior of composite
sandwich beams. It is found that natural frequencies decrease with
the presence of debonding. However, the face/core debonding
causes the increasing of damping loss factor. Recently, Lou et al. [21]
studied the influence of damages on vibration behavior of com-
posite SPTCs through numerical simulation. Based on the effect of
damages on structural mechanical property, some damage indexes
that are sensitive to structural damages, are proposed for damage
identification of sandwich structures [22e29].

In previous works, damages and defects are specially given in a
certain location. However, due to the complexity of service envi-
ronments, some damages in a SPTC may be randomly distributed,
for example when an unexpected impact force hitting the SPTC
structure. Meanwhile, due to the immaturity of fabrication tech-
nology, random defects may arise during the manufacturing pro-
cess. The effect of random damages and defects in the case of
different boundary conditions, different extents on SPTCs' me-
chanical properties is complicated. In 2001, Wallach and Gibson
[30] studied the effect of randomly distributed defects of a 3D truss
material on Young's modulus and compressive strength numeri-
cally. It is found that the modulus and strength decrease linearly
with the fraction of members removed. However, up to now, the
effect of random damages on the dynamic behavior of SPTCs has
not been systematically investigated.

In the present study, the effect of random damages on metallic
SPTCs' dynamic behavior is investigated. Influences of damage
extent, boundary condition and damage zone are considered. In
Section 2, evaluation parameters are defined to analyze the effect of
random damages on SPTCs' dynamic properties. In Section 3, a 3D
finite element model combined with a MATLAB program, which
can automatically specify random damages of various extents in a
given region, is developed. In Section 4, experiments of healthy and
damaged pyramidal SPTCs are conducted to verify the proposed
analytical model and technique. In Section 5, effects of random
damages on structural dynamic property are analyzed, and in-
fluences of the damage extent and boundary condition are dis-
cussed. Besides, several zones are classified, and influences of
random damages appeared in different zones under different
boundary conditions are compared and discussed. Finally, some
conclusions are obtained in Section 6.

2. Evaluation parameters

To evaluate the influence of random damages on SPTCs' dynamic
property, two types of parameters are defined, i.e., global evalua-
tion parameters and local evaluation parameters. Typically natural
frequency can be taken as a global parameter, and the difference of
natural frequency between the damaged SPTC and healthy SPTC
reflects the variation of global vibration properties. Mode shape
contains vibration information of every local points, therefore can
be utilized to describe the local vibration properties. Based onmode
shapes, COMAC(xj) is defined to evaluate the relationship of mode
values of point xj before and after damage. Therefore evaluation
parameters based on COMAC(xj) can reflect the influence of dam-
ages on structural local vibration properties.
2.1. Global evaluation parameters

To evaluate the effect of random damages on SPTCs' global dy-
namic property, the differential of the i-th order natural frequency
Dfi is defined

Dfi ¼

���f Di � f Ii

���
f Ii

(1)

where fi
D and fi

I are the i-th order natural frequencies of the
damaged and intact specimens respectively.

To evaluate and compare the effect of random damages in the
case of different extents, the average differential value of natural
frequency di is also defined as

di ¼
PN

t¼1 Df
t
i

N
(2)

where Dfi
t is the i-th order natural frequency differential of the t-th

random damage case. N is the total number of random damage
cases being numerically modeled in the same damage extent. By
analyzing results of Dfi and di, the effect of random damages on
structural global properties could be obtained.
2.2. Local evaluation parameters

Coordinate modal assurance criterion (COMAC) [31] is an
extension of modal assurance criterion (MAC) [32] and is calculated
as

COSMACðxiÞ ¼
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where jk(xj) and 4k(xj) are the k-th mode value of point xj of the
damaged model and intact model respectively. COMAC attempts to
identify which measurement positions (or DOFs) contribute nega-
tively to a low value of MAC. Because mode values of points in the
damaged zone would change, the coordinate with a lowest COMAC
is likely to be damaged. Therefore, two local evaluation parameters,
i.e., average COMAC and minimum COMAC are defined as

AvCO ¼
 X

xj

COMAC
�
xj
�!,

T (4)

MinCO ¼ minðCOSMACÞ (5)

where T is total number of points.
The average COMAC could be used to evaluate the average effect

of random damage on structural mode shapes, and the minimum
COMAC could reflect the influence of random damages on the
structural local mode shapes. Both two parameters could evaluate
the influence of damages on structural mode shapes. The smaller
two parameters are, the larger influences of random damages on
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structural mode shapes are.
3. Numerical model and random damage process

Fig.1 shows the schematic of themodel for pyramidal SPTC being
simulated. Fig. 1 (a) gives the unit cell of pyramidal truss, the cross
section of the truss bar is square with the width of tc ¼ 1 mm, and
the dimension of unit cell is hc ¼ 8 mm in height, and
L1 ¼ L2 ¼ 11.3 mm inwidth. The SPTCmodel is as shown in Fig. 1 (b),
which is made of stainless steel with Young's modulus of 200 GPa,
Poisson ratio of 0.3, andmass density of 7800 kg/m3. The dimension
of the face sheet is 250 � 250 � 1 mm. There are 20 unit cells of
pyramidal truss along the x and y direction of the panel respectively.

A finite element model is developed by the commercial software
ANSYS to analyze mode shapes of pyramidal SPTC with and without
local damages. ‘Beam189’ and ‘Shell181’ are selected for truss bars
and the face sheets in the numerical model respectively. Nodes of
truss bars and face sheet at the same location are coupled together to
obtain theconnection relationshipbetween trussbars and face sheet.
The finite element model is combined with a MATLAB program to
automatically specify random damages of various extents in a given
region. In theMATLAB program, the x coordinate and y coordinate of
the confluence node of a damage cell are set as variables. Based on
randomnumber, coordinates of damaged cells are randomly selected
for a certain damage extent. By setting the range of coordinate var-
iables, damaged cells can be randomly located in a given zone. Cell
missingdamage is considered in thepresent study.Once identifiedas
damaged cell, bars of themissing cell are deleted. The finite element
model is then meshed and modal analysis of the damaged SPTC is
conducted. Then dynamic performance of the damaged SPTC,
including natural frequencies and mode shapes, can be obtained.
Based on the obtained mode information, the four evaluation pa-
rameters could be calculated and the effect of the defined random
damages on structural dynamic properties can be evaluated.

Random cell missing is the main damage type considered in the
present study. The damage extent h is expressed as

h ¼ Nmis sin g

NTotal
(6)

where Nmissing is the number of missing cells, and NTotal is the total
Fig. 1. Numerical model of pyramidal SPTC. (a) Unit cell of pyram
cell number of the intact model. In the work, NTotal is 400, and
Nmissing is set from 4 to 40, therefore h is varied from 0.01 to 0.1.
Nmissing damages are randomly distributed throughout the spec-
imen or in a given zone. In the work, the total number of random
damage cases N is set as 15, i.e., at a given damage extent 15 nu-
merical cases of randomly distributed damages in total are
simulated.

4. Experimental verification

To verify the reliability of the proposed analytic technique and
the numerical model, vibration experiments of damaged and
healthy SPTC specimens are conducted. Comparisons between
experimental and numerical results in the case of the same damage
extent are also carried out.

4.1. Experimental setup

The experimental setup is as shown in Fig. 2. Healthy metallic
pyramidal SPTC specimen and specimens with pre-fabricated
damages are excited by a shaker (JZK-50). Two edges of speci-
mens are clamped. The excitation signal is generated by the control
system of a laser Doppler vibrometer (Polytec, PSV-400) and
amplified by a power amplifier (YE5874A) before input to the
shaker. The frequency bandwidth of the excitation signal was set in
the range of 0e2 kHz with the resolution of 1 Hz.

The structural vibration response is measured by the laser
Doppler vibrometer. The measuring points are focused on the front
surface of the face sheet, and the excitation is on the other side of
the face sheet. The distribution of measuring points of a specimen is
as shown in Fig. 3. The obtained excitation and structural response
signal are used to calculate the frequency response function (FRF)
to get the structural modal information, including natural fre-
quencies and modes. In order to obtain good quality of modal in-
formation, the FRF for each scanning point was averaged three
times.

4.2. Fabrication of specimens

Folding of a perforated metal sheet provides a simple way to
make a lattice truss core. In the present work, the metal pyramidal
idal truss. (b) The sandwich panel with pyramidal truss core.



Fig. 2. Experimental setup.

Fig. 3. Distribution of measuring points.
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truss cores with a relative density r of about 3% are fabricated from
0.7 mm thick stainless steel wire mesh. The stainless steel wire
mesh was folded into pyramidal truss cores by using a punch-and-
die pair of 60� angle. The sketch of the punching operation to fold
the perforated sheet into pyramidal truss cores is as shown in
Fig. 4(a). The punch-and-die pair is designedwith a 3mm terrace to
obtain flat areas at nodal regions, in order to avoid node fracture
and enlarge the joint area between truss cores and face sheets.
Then brazing technique was employed to join the truss core and
face sheets, obtaining a complete SPTC specimen. The thicknesses
of face sheets and truss core are 0.9 mm and 7 mm respectively.

In the study, cell missing damages are used to simulate struc-
tural damage. The truss core cells of the damage location are cut
out before brazing. Specimens with single damage location are
used and three damage extents are considered, named SD2 � 3,
SD3 � 4 and SD4 � 5, where x � y represents the damage extent, x
and y are the numbers of missing cells in x and y direction
respectively. Schematic diagrams indicating the damage location
of three damaged specimens are shown in Fig. 4 (b). The defined
damages are in the center of specimens. The healthy specimen is
named SD0.
4.3. Experimental results and comparison with simulation

To validate the proposed analytical method, numerical models
of the same dimensions as real specimens are also built, where
hc¼ 7mm, tc¼ 1mm, L1¼15.9mm, L2¼ 9.18mm. There are 14 and
24 unit cells of pyramidal truss along the x and y direction of the
panel respectively.

Different from real specimen, whose damaged zone is pre-
fabricated and certain, numerical model can simulate various cases
of randomly distributed damages that have the same damage
extent as real specimen. In simulations, the number of random
damage cases N is set to 50. Sufficient number of numerical cases is
helpful to locate the boundary performance (upper limit and lower
limit) of damaged SPTC of a certain damage extent. After calcula-
tion, the f1D/f1I results of experiments and simulations are shown in
Fig. 5.

According to the results in Fig. 5, it is observed that the trend of
f1D/f1I of simulation is in accordance with experiment as the damage
extent increases, although there are errors between the experi-
ments and simulations and the error increases as the damage
extent increases. Because the numerical model is perfect one,
whereas experimental specimens always have flaws during the
fabrication process. Meanwhile, the discreteness of the f1D/f1I results
would increase as the damage extent increases, as the simulation
limit curves shown in Fig. 5. Based on the experimental and nu-
merical results, it demonstrates that the simulation model is
acceptable and the proposed analytic technique can reflect the
basic tendency.

5. Simulation results and discussions

5.1. Outline of key factors

Many factors could influence the effects of random damages on
global and local vibration properties of SPTCs, such as damage
extent, boundary condition and damage distribution. In this sec-
tion, effects of random damages on structural dynamic properties
are analyzed and influences of the above-mentioned three factors
are also discussed. Ten groups of damage extents are considered,
with h setting from 0.01 to 0.1. Three different boundary conditions
are applied, including one side clamped and three sides free (CFFF),
two sides clamped and two sides free (CCFF) and fully champed
(CCCC). Because the effect of random damages appeared in
different zones of the specimen is diverse, specimens in the case of
different boundary conditions are divided into several zones. Ef-
fects of damages in different zones on the vibration property of
SPTCs are compared and discussed.

5.2. The effect of damage extent and boundary condition

The effect of damage extent and boundary condition in the cases
of CFFF, CCFF and CCCC is discussed in the section. Dfi results of the
first six order modes are shown in Fig. 6.

Variations of dynamic behaviors would increase as the damage
extent increases, and the fitting curves in Fig. 6 could demonstrate
this tendency. At the same damage extent h, it is seen from Fig. 6 (a)
that Df1 values of the 15 random damage cases are diverse a lot. For
example, when h is 0.1, the smallest Df1 in the case of CCFF is about
2.3% and the biggest Df1 is nearly 5%. Similar phenomenon could
also be found from Fig. 6 (b) ~ (f). It gives clues that the distribution
(including damage locations and the concentration degree of
damages) of random damages in the case of the same damage
extent h influences the effect of random damages on SPTC's vi-
bration property greatly. When results of numerical cases in a
specific boundary condition are being fitted, the obvious tendency



Fig. 4. Specimen preparation. (a) Punching operation for manufacturing pyramidal truss cores. (b) Schematic diagrams of damage location of SD2 � 3, SD3 � 4, SD4 � 5.
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can be tracked.
Normally, higher order modes are more sensitive to damage

than lower order modes, due to the complicated vibration mode
shape which is sensitive to damages. For example, for the SPTC
specimen in the case of CFFF, 1st mode is the 1st bending vibration
mode and 3rd mode is the 2nd bending vibration mode (Fig. 8 (a)
and (c)), 2nd mode is the 1st torsion vibration mode and 4th mode
is the 2nd torsion vibration mode (Fig. 8 (b) and (d)). Fig. 6 (a) to (d)
show that maximal variations of Dfi of the 2nd bending and torsion
mode shapes (3rdmode and 4thmode) caused by random damages
are larger than the 1st mode shapes (1st mode and 2nd mode) in
the case of the same damage extent.

From Fig. 6 (a) to (f), it is also observed that the variation of Dfi
value in the case of the same damage extent increases as the
constraint of the boundary condition increases. The global vibration
modes would become complicated and more detailed local vibra-
tion modes would appear as the boundary condition becomes
strict. The complicated global and local vibration modes are more
sensitive to damages. Therefore, as the boundary condition be-
comes strict, normally variations of structural vibration properties
increase in condition of the same damage extent and the same
order mode.

5.3. The effect of random damages in different zones

In each case of the three boundary conditions, several zones are
classified and effects of random damages appeared in different
zones on structural dynamic behavior are studied. The identifica-
tion of damage sensitive zones in the case of different boundary
conditions is instructive for structural damage identification.

5.3.1. Boundary condition CFFF
The SPTC specimen in the case of CFFF is divided into three

zones as shown in Fig. 7, and the first six modes are shown in Fig. 8.
Dfi, AvCO andMinCO results in the cases of random damages located
in zone 1, 2 and 3 are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 respectively.

According to the fitting curves in Figs. 9 and 10, it is seen that the



Fig. 6. Dfi results of different boundary conditions. (a) 1st mode. (b) 2nd mode. (c) 3rd mode. (d) 4th mode. (e) 5th mode. (f) 6th mode.
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Fig. 7. Three zones of the specimen in the case of CFFF.
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statistic results of the evaluation parameters are regular, although
the discreteness of the three parameters' results are very large.
Meanwhile, it is also observed that the discreteness of the global
parameter Dfi is smaller than those of the local parameters AvCO
and MinCO. Since the local parameters are more sensitive to dam-
ages than the global parameters. Based on the statistic results of
both global and local evaluation parameters, some conclusions
could be obtained.

From Fig. 9 (a) to (d), it is seen that variations of 1st, 2nd, 3rd and
4th natural frequencies caused by damages in zone 1 are much
larger than the other two regions, and it is also found that Df5 and
Df6 caused by damages in zone 3 are higher than zone 1 and zone 2.
It indicates that the effect of damages on structural dynamic
properties is influenced by both the distribution of random dam-
ages and mode shapes of SPTC.

According to the AvCO and MinCO results shown in Fig. 10, it is
seen that variations of mode shapes caused by random damages in
zone 1 and 3 are larger than those caused by damages in zone 2. The
Fig. 8. First six modes in the case of CFFF. (a) 1st mode. (b) 2nd m
same trends of natural frequencies can be obtained as shown in
Fig. 9. It is found that variations of mode shapes caused by damages
are usually in accordance with variations of natural frequencies.

According to the fitting curves in Figs. 9 and 10, it is also found
that the sensitivities of different modes to random damages in
different zones are diverse a lot, which are determined by both
damage distribution and vibration mode.

5.3.2. Boundary condition CCFF
Fig. 11 shows the classification of four zones for the CCFF spec-

imen, and the first six modes are shown in Fig. 12. It is found from
Fig.12 that the 4th, 5th and 6thmodes are the higher ordermode of
the 1st, 2nd and 3rd modes respectively. Evaluation parameters for
damages in different zones are shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14.

Comparedwith damages in zone 1, 3 and 4, effects of damages in
zone 2 on different modes are of great difference. Fig. 13 (b) shows
that variations of the 4th, 5th and 6th order natural frequencies
caused by damages in zone 2 are much larger than those of the 1st,
2nd and 3rd order natural frequencies. On the one hand, the 4th,
5th and 6th modes are higher order vibrationmodes of the 1st, 2nd
and 3rd order modes respectively, and are more complicated than
1st, 2nd and 3rd modes. On the other hand, the 4th, 5th and 6th
vibrationmodes deform in symmetrical patterns, and zone 2 covers
the central axis region around which the vibration modes deform,
as the red rectangular frame shown in Fig. 12. When damages are in
the zone 2, the stiffness decrease in zone 2 would have great in-
fluences on 4th, 5th and 6th modes.

However, Fig.13 (d) shows that variations of 1st, 3rd, 4th and 6th
modes are much larger than those of 2nd and 5th modes when
damages are in zone 4. In Fig. 12 (b) and (e), the red dotted lines are
the symmetry axis of 2nd and 5th modes. Since the clamped
boundary condition restricts the vibration of regions near both
sides, effects of random damages in zone 4 on the two vibration
modes are also suppressed.

From Fig. 12 (a) to (f), it is observed that zone 3 covers the local
vibration modes of 2nd, 3rd, 5th and 6th mode shapes and it also
covers the maximal vibration amplitude zones of the first six
modes. Therefore, variations of the mode shapes caused by
ode. (c) 3rd mode. (d) 4th mode. (e) 5th mode. (f) 6th mode.



Fig. 9. Dfi results of the specimen in the case of CFFF. (a) 1st mode. (b) 2nd mode. (c) 3rd mode. (d) 4th mode. (e) 5th mode. (f) 6th mode.
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Fig. 10. Local evaluation parameters' results of the specimen in the case of CFFF. (a) AvCO. (b) MinCO.

Fig. 11. Four zones of the specimen in the case of CCFF.

Fig. 12. First six modes in the case of CCFF. (a) 1st mode. (2) 2nd mode. (3) 3rd mode. (4) 4th mode. (5) 5th mode. (6) 6th mode.
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Fig. 13. di results of the specimen in the case of CCFF. (a) Zone 1. (b) Zone 2. (c) Zone 3. (d) Zone 4.

Fig. 14. Local evaluation parameters' results of the specimen in the case of CCFF. (a) AvCO. (b) MinCO.
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damages in zone 3 would be larger than damages in other zones, as
blue fitting curves shown in Fig. 14 (a) and (b). Besides, maximal di
caused by damages in zone 3 is also larger than those caused by
damages in other zones as shown in Fig. 13. It demonstrates vari-
ation tendencies of natural frequencies and mode shapes are in
accordance.

In general, damages in the zone covering SPTCs' local vibration
modes and maximal vibration amplitude would have greater in-
fluences on structural modes (natural frequencies and mode
shapes). Effects of random damages on the two types of evaluation
parameters, which evaluates natural frequencies and mode shapes
respectively, usually agree well.
5.3.3. Boundary condition CCCC
The CCCC SPTC specimen is divided into three zones, as shown

in Fig. 15. The first six mode shapes are shown in Fig. 16, and
evaluation parameters' results of three zones are displayed in Fig.17
and Fig. 18.

From Fig. 17, the maximal di caused by damages in zone 1, 2 and
Fig. 15. Three zones of the specimen in the case of CCCC.

Fig. 16. First six modes in the case of CCCC. (a) 1st mode. (b) 2nd m
3 are about 10%, 8% and 20% respectively, i.e., variations of natural
frequencies caused by damages in zone 3 are much larger than
damages in zone 1 and 2. According to AvCO and MinCO results in
Fig. 18, it is observed that the same trends of variations of mode
shapes could be obtained, i.e., variation of mode shapes caused by
damages in zone 3 is much larger than those caused by damages in
zone 1 and 2. As zone 3 is in the center of the specimen and random
damages in the zone aremore concentrated than damages in zone 1
and zone 2.Meanwhile, zone 3 covers the central axis region of 2nd,
3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th modes, in which damages are easier to change
structural stiffness as well as the dynamic behavior of SPTCs. And
zone 3 also covers the maximal vibration amplitude of 1st and 6th
modes. Besides, according to Fig. 17, it is seen that the sensitivity of
some order of mode to damages in different zone are quite
different. To sufficiently analyze the sensitivity of dynamic perfor-
mance to damages, distribution of damages and mode shapes
should be supplied.

Results in the case of CCCC indicate that the effect of random
damages on dynamic property is in proportional to the concen-
tration degree of random damages in the same damage extent.
6. Conclusions

In the paper, the effect of random damages on dynamic behavior
of SPTCs is investigated through finite element models in
conjunctionwith stochastic number program, and three factors are
considered, including damage extent, boundary condition and
damage zone. Two sets of evaluation parameters are defined to
analyze the influences of random damages on structural dynamic
properties. Experiments were conducted to verify the proposed
analysis technique. Based on the results, some conclusions could be
obtained:

The effect of damages on structural vibration property is in
proportional to the damage extent. At the same damage extent, the
effect of damages is in proportional to the concentration degree of
random damages.

At the same damage extent, the significance of damages on the
dynamic property of SPTC typically increases in the order of CFFF,
CCFF and CCCC. When the constraint of boundary condition
ode. (c) 3rd mode. (d) 4th mode. (e) 5th mode. (f) 6th mode.



Fig. 17. di results of the specimen in the case of CCCC. (a) Zone 1. (b) Zone 2. (c) Zone 3.

Fig. 18. Local evaluation parameters' results of the specimen in the case of CCFF. (a) AvCO. (b) MinCO.
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increases, vibration modes become complicated and detailed local
vibration modes appear, and the damage sensitivity of complicated
modes is higher than those of relatively simple modes.

Damages in the zone covering structural local vibration modes
andmaximal vibration amplitudewould have greater influences on
structural modes (natural frequencies and mode shapes) than
damages in other zones. Effects of random damages on both natural
frequencies and mode shapes are usually in accordance.

The influence of damage zones on the dynamic property of
SPTCs should be considered by combining the boundary condition,
mode shape and damage extent. The damage sensitivity of a mode
is determined by the complex factors of damage extent, boundary
condition, damage zone or distribution, mode shape and the con-
centration degree of damages.
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